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What we call history, is our memory, translated by the cultural, biological, mental, emotional and spiritual
tools we possess, into a story or myth, which rings true to us as individuals and society at each moment. The
stories and myths that are known as the Norse or Icelandic myths and sagas, are the recorded memory of

individuals from many nations, women and men, living in Iceland or Island from the 9th century CE. Most of
the scholars who have interpreted these memoirs of the ancestors in the last couple of centuries, have done so

from patriarchal, Christian, male, academic, western and logical points of view. This work is a new
interpretation, a womans translation of these ancient myths, sagas and poems, which puts the Goddess, the
female in her divine and human form, in the foreground. The remembered saga is traced back to a culture
existing before war and patriarchy and creates a vision for a future built on the principles of the Vanir.

We are told in Magnusson Morriss translation notes to the Volsunga Saga that there are three different aspects
of the Valkyrie those who are simply of divine origin swanmaidens who have magical cloaks that allow them
to assume the form of the bird and mortal kings daughters who devoted themselves to warlike deeds and

perpetual maidenhood. Völurheim Hearth is located in Boonville Indiana.

Valkyrja,Volva

The Saga of Vanadís Völva and Valkyrja Images of the Divine from the Memory of an Islandic Woman. It
usually is said to be derived from the IndoEuropean root dhi to suck suckle and a form dhana. She is called
Vanadis dis goddess of the Vanir . Valkyrie In Norse mythology valkyrie from Old Norse valkyrja chooser of
the slain is of a group of maidens who served the god Odin and were sent by him to the battlefields to choose
the slain who were worthy of a place in Valhalla. The valkyrie who can weave victory can also weave defeat
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for the valkyrie had the art of the warfetter which allowed the valkyrie to bind a warrior with terror or release
a favored warrior from those same bonds. She has written the book The Saga of Vanadís Völva and Valkyrja
published in Germany in 2009. Search for Lord Marksman and Vanadis Vol. What we call history is our

memory translated by the cultural. My niece bought me this comb when visiting the Viking Ship Museum in
Oslo. Revista Signwn 2010 vol. During a seidr as a volva you ride the staff as a horse or in fact as a lover.
Researchers suggest that the basic meaning of the word dís is goddess. Comments are closed but you can

leave a trackback Trackback URL. These names include Gefn Hörn Mardöll Sýr and Vanadís.
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